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Adjectives That Start with GA (59 Words)
gabby

Full of trivial conversation Stephanie and gabby really hit it oﬀ.

gabled

Constructed with a single slope on each side of the ridge supported
at the end by a gable or vertical triangular portion of an end wall
The entrance is through a gabled porch.

gabonese

Of or relating to gabon or its inhabitants The hospital is now partially
subsidized by the gabonese government.

gaelic

Relating to or characteristic of the celts Today the gaelic script and
the .

gaga

Intensely enthusiastic about or preoccupied with Madonna concerts
outsell lady gaga in latin america.

gainful

Yielding a fair proﬁt This was a gainful employment.
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gainly

Graceful and pleasing Her hair was kempt, her clothing shevelled,
and she moved in a gainly way.

galactic

Inconceivably large The directions perpendicular to the galactic
plane point to the galactic poles.

galilaean

Of or relating to galilee or its inhabitants

galilean

Of or relating to galileo or his works Callisto is the outermost of the
galilean satellites.

gallant

Being attentive to women like an ideal knight Gallant was unable to
save the oﬃcer.

gallic

Of or pertaining to gaul or the gauls On top is a cross and a gallic
rooster.

gallican

Relating to or characteristic of gallicanism These have nothing to do
with the ancient gallican rite.

gallinaceous

Of or relating to or resembling a gallinacean On the osteology of the
gallinaceous birds and tinamous.

galling

Causing irritation or annoyance His hubris in ignoring consensus is
galling.

galore

Existing in abundance The yankees win championships galore and
all is going well for gehrig.

galvanic

Pertaining to or producing electric current by chemical action
Galvanic isolation operates through the inverter.

galvanising

Aﬀected by emotion as if by electricity; thrilling

galwegian

Of or relating to or characteristic of the scottish district of galloway
or its people He was likely a native galwegian or perhaps a native of
annandale.

gambian

Of or relating to or characteristic of gambia or its inhabitants This
page isn’t just about gambian pouch rats.

game

Willing to face danger He was disqualiﬁed to play the game.
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gamey

Smelling spoiled or tainted It has a ﬂavor reminiscent of beef but is
richer and can have a gamey note.

gammy

Sore or lame Hans is well known for being a drunkard, and at times
suﬀers from a gammy leg.

gamopetalous

Having a corolla composed of partially or wholly fused petals
forming a corolla shaped like a tube or funnel

gamy

Willing to face danger I looked up gamy in a dictionary and it said
anything sexually illicit.

gandhian

Of or relating to mahatma gandhi or his teachings He was an
admirer of gandhian philosophy also.

gangling

Tall and thin and having long slender limbs I mean, he was a
gangling, physically badly co ordinated young man.

gangly

Tall and thin and having long slender limbs The current article
division is esoterically gangly for most readers.

gangrenous

Suﬀering from tissue death He works on the gangrenous
appendicitis with all diligence.

gap-toothed

Having widely spaced teeth The leaves are toothed toward the tips.

garbed

Dressed or clothed especially in ﬁne attire; often used in
combination She looked around and spotting her clothing, she
garbed herself in it.

garbled

Lacking orderly continuity The garbled text makes the page look
bad.

gardant

Looking forward The lions in the coat of arms of ales and of england
are passant gardant .

gargantuan

Of great mass; huge and bulky It is a gargantuan task because of a
high number of municipalities.

garish

Tastelessly showy The garish color certainly harms the article from
that perspective.
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garlicky

Relating to or tasting or smelling of garlic Users of this substance
report that it has a garlicky taste.

garmented

Dressed or clothed especially in ﬁne attire; often used in
combination All this garmented by a large set of giant screens,
ﬁreworks and lights.

garmentless

Possessing no clothing

garrulous

Full of trivial conversation Ruth was a garrulous hand shaker.

gaseous

Existing as or having characteristics of a gas Steam is the gaseous
form of water.

gasiﬁed

Converted into a gas or vapor A process for producing methanol
from air blown gasiﬁed coal.

gassy

Resembling gas It is a gassy summit found on the west ridge.

gastric

Relating to or involving the stomach It contributes to the
reformation of the gastric mucosal barrier.

gastroduodenal

Of or relating to the stomach and the duodenum In anatomy, the
gastroduodenal artery is a small blood vessel in the abdomen.

gastroesophageal

Of or relating to or involving the stomach and esophagus
Gastroesophageal reﬂux disease.

gastrointestinal

Of or relating to the stomach and intestines Constipation is a
gastrointestinal disorder.

gastronomic

Of or relating to gastronomy While it is true that the legislation on
foodstuﬀs must guarantee a high level of protection for the lives and
health of people and the interests of consumers, this cannot be
confused with the end of traditions and attacks on the gastronomic
culture of each country and each region.

gastronomical

Of or relating to gastronomy Also, many gastronomical businesses
are on hand alongside the odd winery.

gathered

Brought together in one place The information and data gathered for
the article was from the group.
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gauche

Lacking social polish In the dressing room, the conductor asked a
surprised gauche to play an encore.

gaudy

Tastelessly showy Male models still can’t carry oﬀ the gaudy stuﬀ.

gauguinesque

In the manner of paul gauguin

gaumless

Lacking intelligence and vitality

gaunt

Very thin especially from disease or hunger or cold She was gaunt,
and her brunette curls were gone.

gauntleted

Wearing a protective glove

gaussian

Of or relating to karl gauss or his mathematical theories of
magnetics or electricity or astronomy or probability The grey lines
are the model of the gaussian curve.

gauzy

So thin as to transmit light Literally gauzy headed golden eagle.

gawky

Lacking grace in movement or posture He is a gawky teenager with
no friends to speak.

gay

Given to social pleasures often including dissipation The problem
with the neologisms goes beyond gay.

Adjectives That Start with GE (67 Words)
gelatinlike

Thick like gelatin

gelatinous

Thick like gelatin A capsule is a gelatinous envelope enclosing the
active substance.

gelded

Having the testicles removed The others are either gelded or sold to
other countries.

gelid

Extremely cold I touched her hand, and it was so gelid.

gemmed

Covered with beads or jewels or sequins The gemmed mushroom
occurs in forest.
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gemmiferous

Bearing or reproducing by a gemma

general

Somewhat indeﬁnite The general public, accustomed to metallic
currency, avoided the paper money.

general-purpose

Not limited in use or function This would have the eﬀect of
forbidding the sale of general purpose computers.

generalised

Not biologically diﬀerentiated or adapted to a speciﬁc function or
environment In severe cases the irritation is generalised.

generational

Of or relating to a generation And these cycles are a sign of
generational change.

generative

Having the ability to produce or originate Aspiration and nasalization
in the generative phonology of hindi urdu.

generic

Applicable to an entire class or group The generic term for a
multilingual person is polyglot.

generous

Willing to give and share unstintingly The second generation was
managerial and generous.

genetic

Pertaining to or referring to origin He is a genetic doctor in a
hospital.

genetical

Of or relating to or produced by or being a gene This is undisputed
genetical link between illyrians and albanians

genial

Agreeable, conducive to comfort He was couth and genial to the
adults.

genic

Of or relating to or produced by or being a gene Kernel approaches
for genic interaction extraction.

geniculate

Bent at a sharp angle These ﬁbers reach the geniculate ganglion but
do not synapse.

genital

Of or relating to the external sex organs Mutilation of the bodies was
usually focused on the genital area.

genitals

Of or relating to the external sex organs Underpants are a man’s
undergarment covering the genital area and the buttocks.
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genitival

Serving to express or indicate possession A noun in the genitive
comes before the word it modiﬁes.

genitive

Serving to express or indicate possession The genitive case is
largely unused in the english language.

genitourinary

Of or related to the genital and urinary organs or their functions A
care package for managing female sexual assault in genitourinary
medicine.

genoese

Of or relating to or characteristic of genoa or its inhabitants I think
the shutters are a genoese legacy.

genotypic

Of or relating to or constituting a genotype There is evidence that
the genotypic iq is approximately normally distributed.

genotypical

Of or relating to or constituting a genotype The genotypical
response of the plant species to the habitat.

genovese

Of or relating to or characteristic of genoa or its inhabitants He had
a major beef with genovese.

genteel

Marked by reﬁnement in taste and manners She returns to live in
genteel poverty with her parents.

gentile

Belonging to or characteristic of non-jewish peoples In shakespeare,
the jew is the victim of the gentile.

gentle

Easily handled or managed They usually have calm, gentle and
demure personalities.

gentlemanlike

Beﬁtting a man of good breeding He is a very gentlemanlike, good
looking, pleasant young man, i assure you.

gentlemanly

Beﬁtting a man of good breeding They were all very ladylike and
gentlemanly.

gentler

Soft and mild; not harsh or stern or severe I hear the gentle sound of
snoring now.

genuine

Not pretended; sincerely felt or expressed At the ﬁrst inkling of a
genuine issue, they react.
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geocentric

Having the earth as the center See geocentric orbit for these
numbers.

geodesic

Of or relating to or determined by geodesy A section is necessarily
totally geodesic.

geodesical

Of or relating to or determined by geodesy

geodetic

Of or relating to or determined by geodesy Geodetic precession and
frame dragging.

geographic

Of or relating to the science of geography The town lies in the
geographic south of the district.

geographical

Of or relating to the science of geography The most conspicuous
geographical diﬀerence is the amount of yellow.

geologic

Of or relating to or based on geology The advent of isotopic dating
changed the understanding of geologic time.

geological

Of or relating to or based on geology What about the parasitic cones
mentioned in the geological formation section

geometric

Characterized by simple geometric forms in design and decoration
The irregularity and the geometric genus are both 0.

geomorphologic

Pertaining to geological structure Maitri accomplished the mission of
geomorphologic mapping of schirmacher oasis.

geomorphological

Pertaining to geological structure Geomorphological diversity is
incidental to climatic diversity as well.

geophysical

Of or concerned with geophysics A geophysical survey was followed
by an excavation.

geophytic

Of or relating to geophytes These geophytic trunks are caudexes,
enlarged stems or trunks that store water.

geopolitical

Of or relating to geopolitics Collectively, these geographically
unprepossessing islands have become a new geopolitical fault line in
asia.
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georgian

Of or relating to or characteristic of the american state of georgia or
its inhabitants Here, he was most in sympathy with the georgian
architecture of the county.

geostationary

Of or having a geosynchronous orbit such that the position in such
an orbit is ﬁxed with respect to the earth Geostationary orbit is over
the equator.

geostrategic

Of or relating to geostrategy Croatia and bosnia each had
geostrategic imperatives in the yugoslav wars.

geosynchronous

Of or having an orbit with a ﬁxed period of 24 hours (although the
position in the orbit may not be ﬁxed with respect to the earth)
Another type of geosynchronous orbit is the tundra elliptical orbit.

geothermal

Of or relating to the heat in the interior of the earth Biliran
geothermal surface exploration.

geothermic

Of or relating to the heat in the interior of the earth It also has
profuse geothermic and oil resources.

geriatric

Of or relating to or practicing geriatrics Adult/geriatric failure to
thrive.

german

Of or pertaining to or characteristic of germany or its people or
language The remaining german population was expropriated.

germane

Relevant and appropriate The image must be germane to the topic
of the page.

germanic

Of or relating to the language of germans Another dissimilarity is
that no englishman would deny their germanic roots.

germfree

Free from germs or pathogenic organisms; sterile Eﬀect of diet on
dentinal ﬂuid movement in germfree and nongermfree rats.

germinal

Containing seeds of later development As a child, he played in the
germinal beerschot youth ranks.

germy

Full of germs or pathological microorganisms

gerontological

Of or relating to or practicing geriatrics Gerontological dietitians are
specialist in nutrition and aging.
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gerundial

Relating to or like a gerund The point is that all other english
translations are in gerundial form.

gestural

Being other than verbal communication This is related to the
gestural data.

getable

Capable of being obtained

getatable

Capable of being reached or attained

gettable

Capable of being obtained A lot of that info is gettable, so shouldn’t
be a problem.

Adjectives That Start with GH (7 Words)
ghanaian

Of or relating to or characteristic of ghana or its people or language Bentil was
a member of various ghanaian youth teams as a teenager.

ghanese

Of or relating to or characteristic of ghana or its people or language

ghanian

Of or relating to or characteristic of ghana or its people or language I saw your
main work this time is based in ghanian university’s an politics.

ghastly

Shockingly repellent; inspiring horror The title of this page is ghastly.

ghostlike

Resembling or characteristic of a phantom Derivatives ghostlike adjective.

ghostly

Resembling or characteristic of a phantom That would explain the ghostly
noises.

ghoulish

Suggesting the horror of death and decay Phil looks rather blurry and
ghoulish.

Adjectives That Start with GI (22 Words)
gi

Of or relating to the stomach and intestines Shouldn’t gi joe be on this list.

giant

Of great mass; huge and bulky The people killed the giant in revenge.
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gibbose

More than half full

gibbous

Characteristic of or suﬀering from kyphosis, an abnormality of the vertebral
column Gibbous a break from the faux groucho.

gibelike

Abusing vocally; expressing contempt or ridicule

gibraltarian

Of or relating to gibraltar or its inhabitants There is no such thing as any
other sort of gibraltarian.

giddy

Lacking seriousness; given to frivolity All singles from the album have
achieved giddy success.

gifted

Endowed with talent or talents Kaleidoscope was the school’s gifted
education program.

gigantic

So exceedingly large or extensive as to suggest a giant or mammoth The
gigantic monster shown at the trailer is frightening.

gilbertian

Wildly comic and improbable as in gilbert and sullivan operas- t.c.worsley
Antecedents and development of gilbertian satire.

gilled

Provided with gills In the past it has been called the red gilled webcap.

gilt

Having the deep slightly brownish color of gold The area behind the high
altar is a dazzling gilt of colors.

gilt-edged

Having gilded edges as the pages of a book The area behind the high altar
is a dazzling gilt of colors.

gimbaled

Supported on gimbals and remaining steady or level when the base tips It
will also be ﬁtted with a gimbaled seeker for hemispheric coverage.

gimcrack

Tastelessly showy

gimpy

Disabled in the feet or legs You, sir, you with the mustache and the gimpy
leg.

ginger

Having a bright orange-brown color The original image was of ginger roots.

gingerly

With extreme care or delicacy- w.s.white It is absolutely fascinating, but i
want to handle it gingerly.
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gingery

Having a bright orange-brown color The original image was of ginger roots.

gingival

Of or relating to the gums The peripheral odontogenic ﬁbroma is an
uncommon gingival mass.

girlish

Beﬁtting or characteristic of a young girl Her behavior is girlish,
accompanied by a dark, ironic twist.

given

Acknowledged as a supposition Riches were given to the government.

Adjectives That Start with GL (48 Words)
glabellar

Of or relating to the glabella In some species the front glabellar
lobe is an almost circular boss.

glabrescent

Lacking hair or a similar growth or tending to become hairless The
top side of the leaves is a dark green color with a glabrescent
texture.

glabrous

Having no hair or similar growth; smooth The inﬂorescence is
sparsely pubescent to glabrous.

glace

Preserved by coating with or allowing to absorb sugar At ﬁrst glace
you may just need a clear in there.

glacial

Extremely cold This icecap is the thickest non glacial ice on earth.

glaciated

Covered with ice (as by a glacier) or aﬀected by glacial action It
has a distinctive glaciated landscape.

glad

Eagerly disposed to act or to be of service I’m glad perspicacity
hasn’t been changed.

gladiatorial

Of or relating to or resembling gladiators or their combat For the
inauguration he also paid for the gladiatorial games.

gladsome

Experiencing or expressing gladness or joy Let us with a gladsome
mind is a well known hymn.

glamorous

Having an air of allure, romance and excitement Their glamorous
ragamuﬃn style was frequently compared to boy george’s look.
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glamourous

Having an air of allure, romance and excitement It shows how the
supermodel lifestyle isn’t always glamourous.

glandular

Relating to or aﬀecting or functioning as a gland The anterior
pituitary is glandular.

glaring

Shining intensely One of the glaring problems in this discussion is
the sweeping generalizations.

glary

Shining intensely I need to make the glary utilities page.

glassed

Fitted or covered with glass Many were created by simply adding
glassed in porches to existing houses.

glassless

Not furnished with glass At the end of this street rises a large,
glassless church window.

glassy

Having the surface made shiny and nonporous by fusing a vitreous
solution to it The diﬀraction pattern shows it to be an isotropic
glassy phase.

glaswegian

Of or relating to or characteristic of glasgow or its inhabitants His
character as the archetypical glaswegian is rather notable also..

glaucous

Having a frosted look from a powdery coating, as on plants It has a
short spadix and the leaves are glaucous.

gleaming

Bright with a steady but subdued shining It is a city of gleaming
white and appears on the nation’s ﬂag.

gleeful

Full of high-spirited delight And the weather people are positively
gleeful.

glial

Of or relating to neuroglia A pituicyte is a glial cell of the posterior
pituitary.

glib

Having only superﬁcial plausibility It is not something as glib as the
mere use of the phrase.

glimmery

Shining softly and intermittently

glistening

Reﬂecting light His hair has a white glistening and he appears to
be looking up.
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glistering

Having brief brilliant points or ﬂashes of light

glittering

Having brief brilliant points or ﬂashes of light Glittering raindrops
come like snow balls upon the reﬂection of camera ﬂashbulbs.

glittery

Having brief brilliant points or ﬂashes of light Make up was garish
and glittery, with eyebrows thinly plucked.

global

Involving the entire earth; not limited or provincial in scope The
damage to the survivor is global.

globose

Having the shape of a sphere or ball- zane grey The fruit is berry
like, ovoid or globose, and ﬂeshy.

globular

Having the shape of a sphere or ball- zane grey It crystalizes in the
orthorhombic system and occurs as globular clusters.

glomerular

Of or relating to glomeruli Regulation of glomerular ﬁltration rate.

glooming

Depressingly dark

gloomy

Causing dejection They all live in the mysterious and gloomy town
of clamburg.

glorious

Having great beauty and splendor His death must be glorious
whether in the battleﬁeld or on the scaﬀold.

gloriously

Having great beauty and splendor His death must be glorious
whether in the battleﬁeld or on the scaﬀold.

glossopharyngeal

Pertaining to the tongue and throat Inferior ganglion of
glossopharyngeal nerve.

glossy

Having a surface made smooth and glossy especially by pressing
between rollers The glossy wall is painted with lacquer.

glottal

Of or relating to or produced by the glottis Glottal stop is phonemic
but not written.

glottochronological

Pertaining to the study of the evolution of languages from a
common source

gloveless

Devoid of gloves
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glowing

Highly enthusiastic They only publish the glowing praises and
eagerness to donate.

gluey

Having the sticky properties of an adhesive There are several
diﬀerent forms which may be either crumbly or gluey.

glum

Moody and melancholic Most fans had left entirely, and the mood
around the garage area was glum.

gluteal

Of or relating to or near the gluteus muscles The g string covers
the gluteal cleft.

glutinous

Having the sticky properties of an adhesive Are glutinous proteins
in oats to be considered gluten

gluttonous

Given to excess in consumption of especially food or drink Just like
ale, she eats children, and is called gluttonous.

glycogenic

Of or relating to or involving glycogen Glycogenic acanthosis is a
nodular appearance of the mucosa of the esophagus.

Adjectives That Start with GN (5 Words)
gnarled

Used of old persons or old trees; covered with knobs or knots It is a cedar tree
gnarled and aged, eight feet in diameter.

gnarly

Used of old persons or old trees; covered with knobs or knots Scientists are
baﬄed how righteous and gnarly deryk is.

gnomic

Relating to or containing gnomes Iii if there is no suﬃx in this slot, the verb is
in present or gnomic tense.

gnomish

Used of small deformed creatures Her gnomish work is what makes the place
function.

gnostic

Possessing intellectual or esoteric knowledge of spiritual things That temporary
gnostic inﬂuence is not notable.
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Adjectives That Start with GO (50 Words)
go

Functioning correctly and ready for action Go and needlessly lambaste
others.

goalless

Having no points scores Birmingham city hold liverpool to a goalless
draw.

goateed

Having a small pointed chin beard

gobsmacked

Utterly astounded I was gobsmacked that it didn’t exist already.

god-fearing

Deeply religious h.l.mencken Most of the people are god fearing and
harmonious.

goddam

Expletives used informally as intensiﬁers Read the goddam sources you
tout.

goddamn

Expletives used informally as intensiﬁers Plus, he’s a goddamn
administrator.

goddamned

Expletives used informally as intensiﬁers That article is a goddamned
mess.

godforsaken

Located in a dismal or remote area; desolate Yes that’s right the city
infamous for it’s godforsaken prostitutes and drugs.

godless

Not revering god It is godless and without any moral basis.

godlike

Being or having the nature of a god-j.g.frazier-j.g.saxe But his greatest
and most godlike achievement was this.

godly

Showing great reverence for god The idea of israel as a godly
community is pretty important.

goethean

Of or relating to or in the manner of goethe Users goethean and
picatrix are correct.

goethian

Of or relating to or in the manner of goethe

goggle-eyed

With eyes or mouth open in surprise I hate his evil, dead eyed sidelong
smile.
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going

In full operation Why do we need to prognosticate who’s going to win
and who’s going to lose

gold

Having the deep slightly brownish color of gold Don captured the gold
in the 200m and the silver in the 100m.

golden

Marked by peace and prosperity A golden chain with a pendent cross is
used to crown them.

gonadal

Of or relating to the gonads Gonadal dysgenesis is a reproductive
system development disorder.

gonadotrophic

Of or relating to or involving gonadotropin

gonadotropic

Of or relating to or involving gonadotropin

gone

Destroyed or killed The time of political blackmails and briberies is in
the past, and gone.

gonzo

Conspicuously or grossly unconventional or unusual As gonzo said, that
list was a clear cut pass.

good

Exerting force or inﬂuence The best is the enemy of the good.

good-hearted

Showing or motivated by sympathy and understanding and generosity
The faint hearted man started to cry.

good-humored

Disposed to please- hal hinson But its music now sounds just right for a
certain recessionary mood bleary, frustrated, cranky, heartsick and
gallows humored.

good-looking

Pleasing in appearance especially by reason of conformity to ideals of
form and proportion- thackeray I’ll be looking up litotes next.

good-natured

Having an easygoing and cheerful disposition After some good natured
teasing, the two teens take a dip in the pool.

good-tempered

Not easily irritated He is portrayed as being as short tempered as
donald, and more truculent.

goodish

Moderately good of its kind I shall simply point out that looking at a
random goodish article… e.g.
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goodly

Large in amount or extent or degree I have a goodly history of saying
acerbic things in witty language.

goody-goody

Aﬀectedly or smugly good or self-righteous The new york times wrote
recently about the strange social phenomenon of elaborate goody
bags.

gooey

Soft and sticky There are two distinct variants of the gooey butter.

goofy

Ludicrous, foolish The goofy scale is getting quite the workout here.

gooselike

Having or revealing stupidity

goosey

Having or revealing stupidity He was a very goosey and squeamish
person.

goosy

Having or revealing stupidity In a very emotional vote, red team
elected to send goosy home.

gordian

Extremely intricate; usually in phrase `gordian knot’ It’s time to cut this
gordian knot.

gorgeous

Dazzlingly beautiful Oh by the way, the book is simply gorgeous.

gormless

Lacking intelligence and vitality Peg was famous for her gormless face
pulling.

gory

Covered with blood The gory special eﬀects are lavish and eﬀective.

gossamer

Characterized by unusual lightness and delicacy The protective sheath
of foreign citizenship proves to be little more than a gossamer.

gossamery

So thin as to transmit light Gossamer is the animal equivalent, spun by
tiny spiders.

gossipy

Prone to friendly informal communication She’s also a gossipy
busybody. …

gothic

Characterized by gloom and mystery and the grotesque The transept
and the apse are in gothic style.

gouty

Suﬀering from gout Gouty arthritis may be present in up to 20% of
patients.
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governable

Capable of being controlled But i believe that a thing likewikipedia is,
by nature, not wholly governable.

governing

Responsible for making and enforcing rules and laws The council is the
governing body of the university.

governmental

Relating to or dealing with the aﬀairs or structure of government or
politics or the state The scientists depleted the governmental funds.

gowned

Wearing a gown

Adjectives That Start with GR (111 Words)
grabby

Immoderately desirous of acquiring e.g. wealth The movie opens with
a young woman fending oﬀ her grabby date.

graceful

Suggesting taste, ease, and wealth The drooping branchlets give the
tree a graceful weeping appearance.

graceless

Lacking graciousness Certainly, we don’t want to be graceless.

gracile

Slender and graceful So this shark isn’t gracile looking.

gracious

Characterized by kindness and warm courtesy especially of a king to
his subjects Dr. faghri was most known for his propitious and gracious
personality.

gradable

Capable of being graded (for quality or rank or size etc.) Gradable
adjectives can occur in comparative and superlative forms.

gradational

Taking place by degrees Gradational boundaries at top and bottom. up
to 540m thick.

gradatory

Taking place by degrees

gradual

Proceeding in small stages The fortunes of the town took a gradual
downturn.

graduate

Of or relating to studies beyond a bachelor’s degree The university
oﬀers dozens of graduate and postgraduate programmes.
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graduated

Marked with or divided into degrees He went to the trip afterward he
graduated the school.

graecophile

Characterized by a love of greece and grecian things

graecophilic

Characterized by a love of greece and grecian things

grainy

Composed of or covered with particles resembling meal in texture or
consistency Also, the background is a bit grainy.

grammatic

Of or pertaining to grammar But it has no accuracy from grammatic
perseptive.

grammatical

Of or pertaining to grammar Such grammatical constructs are called
litotes.

grand

Of behavior that is impressive and ambitious in scale or scope A grand
rejoicing is held for the individuals.

grander

Rich and superior in quality It is the opposite of the grand slam.

grandest

Of high moral or intellectual value; elevated in nature or style- oliver
franks The stage of the grand was and wide.

grandiloquent

Puﬀed up with vanity- newsweek The version was more grandiloquent
than the geneva bible.

grandiose

Aﬀectedly genteel It eliminates the ridiculous grandiose posturing.

granitelike

Hard as granite

granitic

Hard as granite The intrusion of the granitic rock metamorphosed the
rock into schist..

granular

Composed of or covered with particles resembling meal in texture or
consistency Head granular, the granules enlarged on the snout.

granuliferous

Producing or full of granules

granulocytic

Of or relating to granulocytes Once you move it, ‘granulocytic
sarcoma’ should automatically be a redirect.
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granulomatous

Relating to or characterized by granulomas Interstitial granulomatous
drug reaction.

granulose

Composed of or covered with particles resembling meal in texture or
consistency They get energy through fermentation using granulose as
a substrate.

grapelike

Resembling the fruit of a grape vine From, an allusion to the grapelike
clusters of fruit on the tree.

grapey

Having a taste like that of grapes Obviously it’s one of the family,
tough, and good catch grapey.

graphic

Evoking lifelike images within the mind Robinson’s draftsmanship
balances graphic panels with realism.

graphical

Evoking lifelike images within the mind I deﬁnately did not insert the
graphic into the blog knowingly.

grapy

Having a taste like that of grapes

graspable

Capable of being apprehended or understood It is always safest if a
graspable part of the object remains outside the body.

grasping

Immoderately desirous of acquiring e.g. wealth Arriaga died at the
helm of the vessel, grasping the cruciﬁx.

grassless

Lacking grass Fire falling on the grassless ground is extinguished of
itself.

grasslike

Resembling grass Grasslike plants are also referred to as graminoids.

grassroots

Of or involving the common people as constituting a fundamental
political and economic group The sport’s grassroots popularity was
waning.

grassy

Abounding in grass The whole area is undulating and grassy.

grateful

Feeling or showing gratitude I am grateful for the addition of the
reference.

gratifying

Pleasing to the mind or feeling Such promptitude is most gratifying.
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grating

Unpleasantly harsh or grating in sound In the pupil of the imaging
device, a binary optical grating is disposed.

gratis

Costing nothing See gratis versus libre for the distinction.

gratuitous

Costing nothing The attributions are gratuitous and wrong.

gratulatory

Expressive of sympathetic pleasure or joy on account of someone’s
success or good fortune

grave

Of great gravity or crucial import; requiring serious thought The grave
yard is called the evergreen cemetery.

gravelly

Abounding in small stones The soil is generally a gravelly loam
intermixed with clay.

graven

Cut into a desired shape Amish people forbid any sort of graven
image, such as photographs.

gravest

Of great gravity or crucial import; requiring serious thought His style is
grave and sententious.

gravid

In an advanced stage of pregnancy Females develop orange bars
along their underside when gravid.

gravimetric

Of or relating to hydrometry He was subdued by the corps using a
gravimetric net.

gravitational

Of or relating to or caused by gravitation The scales measure the
gravitational force that one object exerts on the other.

gravitative

Of or relating to or caused by gravitation He is a molecular with
intangibility, impervious, and gravitative abilities.

gray

Intermediate in character or position The upperparts are patterned
black and gray and the underparts are white.

gray-haired

Showing characteristics of age, especially having grey or white haircoleridge Niles is the tall, blond haired and calmer of the two.

grayish

Of an achromatic color of any lightness intermediate between the
extremes of white and black The body colour was grayish or grayish
brown.
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greaseproof

Resistant to penetration by grease or oil or wax These are served in a
greaseproof paper bag and eaten with the hands.

greasy

Containing an unusual amount of grease or oil Many minerals with a
greasy lustre are also greasy to the touch.

great

Of major signiﬁcance or importance He played a great part in the
politics of the great interregnum in germany.

greater

Very good He played a great part in the politics of the great
interregnum in germany.

greatest

Uppercase Interlinear translation would be great

greathearted

Noble and generous in spirit

grecian

Of or relating to or characteristic of greece or the greeks or the greek
language She had dark curly hair, brown eyes and a grecian nose.

greco-roman

Of or pertaining to or characteristic of the ancient greek and roman
cultures The roman line continued uninterrupted to rule the eastern
roman empire.

greedily

Ardently or excessively desirous He is the greedy and nefarious leader.

greedy

Ardently or excessively desirous Many are very greedy and very
gluttonous.

greek

Of or relating to or characteristic of greece or the greeks or the greek
language He transliterated greek book into latin.

green

Looking pale and unhealthy Magenta is the opposite of green, and
yellow the opposite of blue.

green-eyed

Suspicious or unduly suspicious or fearful of being displaced by a rival
The colitish little horse grazed upon the green green grass.

greenhouse

Of or relating to or caused by the greenhouse eﬀect Students in the
greenhouse live in an environmentally responsible manner.

greenish

Of the color between blue and yellow in the color spectrum; similar to
the color of fresh grass Mugwort is also used in korea to give festive
rice cakes a greenish color.
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greensick

Of or pertaining to or suﬀering from chlorosis

greenside

Adjacent to a putting green His next shot plugged into the greenside
bunker.

gregarious

Growing in groups that are close together The birds are highly
gregarious outside the breeding season.

gregorian

Of or relating to pope gregory i or to the plainsong chants of the
roman catholic church February is the second month of the year in the
julian and gregorian calendars.

grenadian

Of or relating to or characteristic of grenada or its inhabitants The
term may also refer to a grenadian of african ancestry.

grey

Of an achromatic color of any lightness intermediate between the
extremes of white and black The caterpillar of the black arches is grey
and hirsute.

greyed

Deprived of color I normally select that option but it is now greyed out.

greyish

Of an achromatic color of any lightness intermediate between the
extremes of white and black The bark is greyish or fawn in colour.

grievous

Causing fear or anxiety by threatening great harm Kenobi chased after
grievous throughout most of the battleﬁeld.

grilled

Cooked by radiant heat (as over a grill) The skewers are often grilled
in front of customers.

grim

Causing dejection In most tales, the saved interlopers face a grim fate.

grimy

Thickly covered with ingrained dirt or soot Let me tell you some of the
astonishing magic that grimy can do.

grisly

Shockingly repellent; inspiring horror Instead, he walks in on the scene
of a grisly triple murder.

gritty

Composed of or covered with particles resembling meal in texture or
consistency The nitty gritty is discussed in the other section.

grizzled

Having dark hairs mixed with grey or white Are the not brindled or
grizzled, do many have strongly marked coats
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grizzly

Showing characteristics of age, especially having grey or white haircoleridge Don’t be afraid of the grizzly details.

groggy

Stunned or confused and slow to react (as from blows or drunkenness
or exhaustion) He wakes up in his bed, groggy and disoriented.

groovy

Very good Carola’s accosting tone was supported by the groovy
approach of her orchestras.

groping

Acting with uncertainty or hesitance or lack of conﬁdence Same thing
for the groping charge.

gross

Conspicuously and tastelessly indecent The prize is not includible in
the gross income of the taxpayer.

grotesque

Ludicrously odd I like the information, but the alignment is really
grotesque.

grotty

Very unpleasant or oﬀensive There’s no mystery, nothing like the fab
grotty at ardour castle for eg.

grouchy

Annoyed and irritable He’s being kind of grouchy anyways.

ground-ﬂoor

On the ﬂoor closest to level with the ground The boys occupied the
ground ﬂoor and the girls used the ﬁrst ﬂoor.

groundbreaking

Being or producing something like nothing done or experienced or
created before Many of the themes in her novels were groundbreaking
for the genre.

groundless

Without a basis in reason or fact But the fears proved groundless.

groveling

Totally submissive One thing i can’t stand, it’s people groveling.

growing

Relating to or suitable for growth The station was intended to serve
the growing suburban development in the area.

grown

Fully developed Apparently it makes grown ups insipid and insane.

grownup

Fully developed Josh enters the grownup world of business.

grubby

Thickly covered with ingrained dirt or soot Grubby is the chat bot
developed by the ggz project.
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grudging

Of especially an attitude I have rmoved the citation banner as being
grudging and inappropriate.

grueling

Characterized by eﬀort to the point of exhaustion; especially physical
eﬀort Gearan had the ability to keep things light during the grueling
campaign.

gruelling

Characterized by eﬀort to the point of exhaustion; especially physical
eﬀort From the opening whistle the 1963 decider was a gruelling
aﬀair.

gruesome

Shockingly repellent; inspiring horror Leave the gruesome pictures out
of it.

gruﬀ

Deep and harsh sounding as if from shouting or illness or emotionvirgil thomson He was told to speak in a mean and gruﬀ voice.

grumose

Transformed from a liquid into a soft semisolid or solid mass

grumous

Transformed from a liquid into a soft semisolid or solid mass

grumpy

Annoyed and irritable Elsie, grumpy and irksome, was not a model of
perfection.

grungy

Thickly covered with ingrained dirt or soot Their music is absolutely
amazing and so grungy.

Adjectives That Start with GU (23 Words)
gu

Of or related to the genital and urinary organs or their functions Dobong
gu is composed of four dong.

guardant

Looking forward I was the one who added the passant guardant.

guatemalan

Of or relating to or characteristic of guatemala or its residents It has
nothing to do with guatemalan culture.

gubernatorial

Relating to a governor An unconventional gubernatorial campaign.

guided

Subject to guidance or control especially after launching Cloning should
be guided by the government and supported by the people.
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guiding

Exerting control or inﬂuence The gameplay consists of guiding the
cockroach through a series of puzzles.

guileless

Free of deceit She is preparing outrageous charges against this guileless
youth.

guiltless

Free from evil or guilt God will not hold us guiltless.

guilty

Showing a sense of guilt- eric linklater From the latter came the guilty
conscience.

guinean

Of or relating to or characteristic of guinea or its inhabitants He was one
of the leading mutineers in the 2008 guinean military unrest.

gullible

Easily tricked because of being too trusting To be suggestible is not to be
gullible.

gummy

Covered with adhesive gum As with all other gummy candies.

gumptious

Working hard to promote an enterprise

gushy

Extravagantly demonstrative That part of the article is a bit gushy.

gusseted

Provided or reinforced with gussets Many bars are gusseted in some way
or other.

gustative

Of or relating to gustation

gustatorial

Of or relating to gustation Gustatorial sweating can also occur.

gustatory

Of or relating to gustation In general, gustatory disorders are challenging
to diagnosis and evaluate.

gusty

Blowing in puﬀs or short intermittent blasts The weather was very gusty
and there were many clouds.

gutless

Lacking courage or vitality Girl cars tend to be cheap, little, cute and
gutless .

gutsy

Marked by courage and determination in the face of diﬃculties or
danger; robust and uninhibited-judith crist Everyone is pro recycling, but
is their support lip service or is it gutsy
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guttural

Like the sounds of frogs and crows The guttural vocals and machine gun
percussion sound like early metallica.

guyanese

Of or relating to or characteristic of guyana or its inhabitants I’m on a
mission to add guyanese related content towikipedia.

Adjectives That Start with GY (9 Words)
gymnosophical

Of or relating to gymnosophy

gymnospermous

Relating to or characteristic of plants of the class gymnospermae

gynaecological

Of or relating to or practicing gynecology It may be used to treat
gynaecological problems and viral infections.

gynandromorphic

Having both male and female morphological characteristics

gynandromorphous

Having both male and female morphological characteristics

gynecologic

Of or relating to or practicing gynecology A pelvic mass may be
detected on a routine gynecologic examination.

gynecological

Of or relating to or practicing gynecology Total versus subtotal
hysterectomy for benign gynecological conditions.

gyral

Relating to or associated with or comprising a convolution of the
brain It has a gyral part on the surface and a sulcal part.

gyroscopic

Having the characteristics of a gyroscope The same logic applies
for gyroscopic precession.

We hope you enjoyed our list of G adjectives. Remember to use adjectives in your writing to
spice it up and make it more emotional.
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